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Do you wish to eat burgers, chocolate cake, frozen margaritas, fudge, and French fries?and still fit
into your trousers?• Eggs Bene-Chick: 183 calories• Bring about the Breakfast Pizza: 127 calorie
consumption• Ooey Gooey Chili Cheese Nachos: 216 calories• Big Bopper Burger Stopper: 202
calories• Dreamy Chocolate Peanut Butter Fudge: 65 calorie consumption• Lord of the Onion
Rings: 153 calorie consumption• Rockin' Tuna Melt: 212 calories• 7-Coating Burrito Blitz: 277
calories• I Can't Believe IT ISN'T Sweet Potato Pie: 113 calories• Cookie-rific Ice Cream Freeze:
160 calories• With easy instructions, easy steps, and hilariously fun information and figures,
Hungry Woman quality recipes are as fun to read as they are to create! Do you want a surefire
method to tame your cravings?And when you're not in your kitchen, check out HG's 10 mini
survival manuals, plus tips 'n techniques that'll help you make smarter food options anywhere,
anytime! Take a look! Is life not value living without brownies and onion bands? From breakfast
suggestions and cut salads to guilt-free processed foods and cocktails, Hungry Female recipes
taste great but are lower in fat and calories.
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Eating healthy does not have to become a death sentence While I do love this publication, many
of the dishes contain processed ingredients, some of which are higher in sodium. I've been
switching to feeding on a 'clean' diet over the past year or so due to health issues. I have
diabetes, high blood circulation pressure and hyperlipidemia. Slimming down has never been
possible for me, especially given that I've reached menopause. She actually is happy with it
since it helps her with her "viewing her weight" shopping at the grocery store. All that
mentioned, there are times when I crave something that isn't necessarily 100% pure. Cookbooks
Nice recipes Five Stars They'll buy it again disappoint. The oatmeal foundation crust is dried out
as paper, the pie filling is certainly gummy and there is a horrible aftertaste lasting over thirty
minutes after eating a piece of this pie. Enter Hungry Gal. While Personally, i wouldn't make
these quality recipes a main staple of my diet, I certainly discover no issue supplementing with a
few quality recipes from the Hungry Girl books. Not for me The ingredients listed in a lot of
these recipes aren't healthy, IMO. It functions. Recipes appear promising and she is convincing
on talk shows.. Her books are super helpful and the meals really do fill up you up without
departing you in a food coma. I actually purchased this cookbook about 14 days ago, though I
really do not frequent the Hungry Lady site. In case you are someone who is very strict about not
really consuming any processed foods, this most likely isn't for you. However, if you need a
special treat now and then that won't send you to calorie hell, you'll want to add this to your
cookbook collection. I have many of the Hungry Gal books plus they have been a great resource
in helping me stick to my program. The family members agreed that the others of this pie ought
to be thrown out.. I never completely follow all of the recipes just as they are written so I make
an effort to substitute substances with lesser sodium products, or in some cases, I just make sure
that the others of my meals during the day are low sodium so that I can enable something a little
higher in salt.! The bottom line is that I am in the driver's chair of my very own health. Three
Stars Not as good needlessly to say, most of the recipes seems to repeat others with simply
different flavors Two Stars really didn't like or use the principle of A MUST HAVE FOR QUICK AND
EASY IDEAS ON YOUR OWN WEIGHT LOSS OR Pounds MAINTAINING JOURNEY I recieved my copy
of the HUNGRY GIRL RECIPE AND SURVIVAL GUIDE last week. Some of the dishes are, actually,
surprisingly healthy. Squash fries and Sheperd's Pie becoming two of them.! I favor genuine milk
over soy, low fat cheese over unwanted fat free, and I remaining the chili out of the nacho recipe
since it sounded odd (I'll replace with pinto coffee beans the next time I make sure they are). I'll
never utilize the shirataki noodles, I prefer the real thing as I am not a big carb counter.!The
recipes are basic, and generally, delicious.So far I've tried:Onion rings (an acceptable
substitute)Buffalo poultry salad (my favorite so far)Death by chocolate cupcakes (very rich)The
nachos (good, although cheese sauce was a strange consistancy)and the PB Fudge (the only one I
would not make again--it was awful) Filling and Low Cal, but look out for the Processed Foods!
others call for a sugar alternative. It's all a balancing work. On the drawback, she runs on the lot
of processed foods, no-calorie sweeteners, and preservatives. You can also find point info for
WW at the Hungry Girl Website and also pictures of the various recipes. A few of her dishes are
hit and miss and depend on personal preference. It's a great book to obtain on the right course,
but feel free to deviate from it with healthful options. She is happy with it since it helps her with
her "watching ... My daughter in law asked me to order this book on her behalf from Amazon. I
have to constantly just work at it. All my girlfriends like Hungry Girl. Of course you like her
books.I understand HG takes a large amount of heat for using processed foods in her dishes, and
even though this book will include some recipes requiring pre-packaged foods there is a
surprising amount of these that don't (start to see the salad chapter). There's a lot of HG books



out by now that have pretty much all the good quality recipes in here. wonderful publication. I
Love and look fwd to getting the daily HG msgs, recipes, hints, many many things and all
therefore helpful, refreshing, Cheerful and interesting !. Do we really need a complete page for
that? HGRSG offers you many yummy options, tips and ideas.! We use a whole lot of
substitutions on her behalf substitutions: honey or agave in place of splenda, freshly sliced lean
chicken white meat instead of canned poultry, etc.So, really wanted this reserve and it exceeds
my espectations !. A useful resource in my opinion and well worth the 10 or so dollars.ENJOY !.
It's plenty of to take the edge off so that I don't experience deprived, yet without heading
overboard. Her I imagine peanut butter pie recipe is one of the worst tasting pies I've ever made.
I love so many things about Lisa Lillien's recipes. I'll be returning it. Luv this recipe book !!
HGRSG provides all the nutritional info at the top of the recipe so calculating your stage
distribution is manufactured easy . I heard about the HG site and the daily email messages, from
the weight Watchers forum. The publication offers easy recipes for foods similiar to those we
would normally have related to out when one is wanting to improve their eating choices..I admit
that I really do do a large amount of substituting though. Wow !I love the fact there are a lot of
solitary serving recipes, because frankly my man hates diet food and I cannot feed this stuff to
my 1-year-old daughter who doesn't need a reduced-fat diet.! thanks a lot so much Lisa !!It is so
good to have someth such as this in the "excess weight loss journey" and, once we reach goal to
help us stay there.I have many WW recipe books, etc, but that is already, BY FAR, my fav !!! You
can only eat therefore many plates of salmon, broccoli and brown rice . Her I imagine peanut
butter pie recipe . Not bad.. As far as the sodium articles in some of the foods goes, I've learned
to make 'tweaks' for some of the quality recipes. The recipes, however, disappoint. Most call for
'fat free', that have an increased sugar and occasionally sodium content; Occasionally you need
bowl of nachos and a piece of fudge for dessert. I eat healthy 90% of the time, but the other
10% I love a lower calorie treat in one of the Hungry Lady books. Some of them aren't low
calorie either if you don't have a tiny serving size. The recipes are great, I am simply trying to
stay away from processed foods now. Too simple A lot of these recipes are really basic. I'm
talking like two ingredients.. Five Stars its okay Good Good cookbook if you don't mind
consuming a whole lot of processed foods.. If you are looking state, for a recipe which involves
an English muffin, a slice of cheese and tomato sauce, this reserve is for you. Other standouts
add a recipe made exclusively out of cake mix and diet soda, and a mousse comprised of
pudding blend and awesome whip. It's a great "junk food" recipe book for people who have to
view fat and calories.
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